HOROSCOPES & HUMOUR

By Dave Tompkins

YOUR (50% correct) PREDICTIONS FOR THE YEAR MMV

ARIES

(March 21 – April 19)

LIBRA

(Sep. 23 – Oct. 23)

You’ve always been spontaneous and impulsive,
but you’ll bring it to new heights this year when you
strip in public because your clothes are “chaffing”.

You’re particularly assertive on the intellectual level,
quick to advance and defend your ideas. Wow. This
may actually mean you’re ready to graduate. Huh.

TAURUS

SCORPIO

(April 20 – May 20)

(Oct. 24 – Nov. 21)

You have a clear preference for staying in one
place, and now with internet shopping, you can
finally embrace your agoraphobia and stay at home.

You exhibit an unshakable self-confidence that
remains firm in the face of adversity. But the only
adversity you face day-to-day is the bad weather.

GEMINI

SAGITTARIUS

(May 21 – June 21)

(Nov. 22 – Dec. 21)

You’ve always been particularly given to surprising
transformations of the self, but even you’ll freak out
when you molt and completely shed your skin.

It’s in your nature to eternally quest after something
new. You’re so difficult to predict for that we’ve
given up. Here’s a gift certificate for one horoscope.

CANCER

CAPRICORN

(June 22 – July 22)

(Dec. 22 – Jan. 19)

You tend toward caution and often act prudently, but
are you truly living? We say, take down your mental
safety net and go for it – You know what we mean.

You take solid, dependable actions that are often
geared toward material success. You’re just soooo
practical you make us sick. Try gambling this year.

LEO

AQUARIUS

(July 23 – Aug. 22)

(Jan. 20 – Feb. 18)

You embody a sustained emotional warmth and
loyalty that is not likely to change over time, so you
can basically be replaced by a big sloppy dog.

You trust radish thinking and extend deep roots into
the ideas they hold. So lots of salads and tuna dons
for you. Oops… sorry – we meant rational thinking.

VIRGO

PISCES

(Aug. 23 – Sep. 22)

You’re often irresistibly drawn toward the shifting
play of ideas and thought, and if you keep talking
like that, mean kids will beat you up during recess.

(Feb. 19 – March 20)

You’re sensitive to the smallest alterations of
feelings. Golly you’re a wimp. We’d tell you your
real horoscope but we don’t want to make you cry.

